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WINTER PREPARATIONS
OF SYRIAN REFUGEES

This ﬁeld research sheds light on the conditions of Syrian
refugees in various parts of Lebanon regarding their
preparations for the winter season of 2020-2021,
focusing on their most prominent needs and the
expected diﬃculties, which they constantly appeal to
every winter, hoping that the voices of their continued
struggles will someday be heard.

Since the beginning of Syrian asylum
to Lebanon in 2011 and until present
day, Syrian refugees are among the
most aﬀected groups every winter,
given the lack of sustainable
solutions that allow them to face
these harsh climatic factors, as the
incursion of water and snow into
refugee camps causes partial or
complete damage in their informal
settlements that are unqualiﬁed to
withstand winter conditions and
causes their displacement and the
loss of their property, and sometimes,
the loss of lives.1 As the Lebanese
economic crisis worsens this year
and organizations working with
refugees in Lebanon witness a
decline in support and grants, we
fear that the urgent needs of Syrian
refugees will not be met despite the
exacerbation of their struggles and
the deterioration of their living
conditions, and their continuous
calls over the last years.
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The scenes of informal Syrian
refugee camps ﬂooding with water
and submerged in heavy snow are
recurrent every winter, causing
severe damage.
In January 2019, the storm "Norma"
completely destroyed nearly 15
camps,2 and ﬂooded 570 informal
settlements in various Lebanese
regions.3
The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
estimated that more than 22,000
Syrian refugees were aﬀected by the
storm.4 This suﬀering is mainly due
to the lack of sustainable
solutions by the UNHCR and the
Lebanese authorities aimed at
rehabilitating the infrastructure and
refugee shelters to enable them to
face the diﬃcult climatic factors that
may provide the minimum
requirements for a decent and safe
life for refugees.
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The cause of suﬀering
is the absence of
sustainable solutions
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The Lebanese government adopts
a “no oﬃcial and organized
camps” policy since 2012, following
it last year with a decision issued
by the Higher Defense Council to
demolish buildings that are considered “permanent” in informal
refugee camps, such as concrete
walls, stone, tin roofs, and "Zinco"
(as described by the Lebanese
authorities), excluding materials
used in temporary construction
that are insuﬃcient to withstand
storms, rain, snow, and other cold
climatic factors, and thus forcing
refugees to search for temporary
and fast solutions, such as fortifying
only the side of the tent with
stones, using a gravel to ﬁll the pits
to prevent the lands from being
invaded with mud, transferring
water by hand when the camp
ﬂoods, or staying with their
acquaintances and relatives until
the storms end.5

In order to monitor conditions in
informal Syrian refugee camps and
settlements and their winterization,
Access Center for Human Rights
(ACHR) conducted a ﬁeld research
in November 2020 involving a
sample of 129 Syrian refugee
families residing in camps and
informal settlements in 70 areas
within various Lebanese
governorates:
Akkar
North

South

Baalbek-Hermel

Beqaa
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Sample participants were
distributed as follows:

11%

canvas tents

78%

prefabricated houses

11%

cement houses

And these families shared with us the most prominent diﬃculties
and challenges suﬀered by the residents of the camp/settlement,
and the sample concluded with the following results:
74 % of participants stated that the camp or
settlement’s residents suﬀer from a severe
shortage of heating materials.
66 % said that they face several problems in
sanitation services.

86 % stated that the camp/settlement ﬂoods
during the winter period due to storms and rain.
1 % of the participants reside in housing
fortiﬁed against diﬃcult weather factors.

% percentage

58 % of the participants reported that the
housing units in the camp or settlement are
damaged due to the diﬃcult climatic factors in
winter.
44 % said that camp residents lack basic food
supplies.

22 % indicated that camp residents suﬀer
from diﬃculty in accessing basic services
such as markets and health clinics due to the
winter climate and its impact on the camp or
settlement.
2 % indicated the presence of a poisoning
problem inside the camp caused by the use
of plastic materials in heating.

Shortage of
Heating
Materials

Sanitation
Issues

Housing
Damage

Lack of
Food
Supplies

Diﬃculty
Accessing
Services

Poisoning

Flooding

Fortiﬁed
housing

Note: The varying percentages throughout the report are due to the multiple-choice option for the participants in the research
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The actions taken by the residents in the event
of their home ﬂooding, show that:
Attempt to rehabilitate
their housing with
what is available to
them

63%

Temporarily stay with
their friends or
Seek help from the
relatives
UNHCR and associations/organizations

46%

Do not have any means
to cope with ﬂoods, low
temperatures, and
harsh conditions

29% 19%

The worsening of economic and living conditions in Lebanon, and
the decline in international support and assistance for Syrian
refugees led to the deterioration of refugee conditions in the camps.
In the context of the “Lebanon Crisis Response Plan”, which aims to
support Lebanon in responding to the needs of Syrian refugees and
the host community, Lebanon received USD 887.5 million during the
year 2020 and until 23 November of the same year, covering only
33.4 percent of the required funding.6 This is a clear decline from last
year, as the plan received USD 917 million in 2019, or 40.9 percent of
the required funding in the plan.7
internationl aid for
syrian refugees
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economic and living
conditions
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The UNHCR estimates that 270,000 Syrian
refugee families or approximately 1.1 million
individuals, are vulnerable, at risk, and unable
to meet their needs to cope with the winter
period, as a result of a shortage of funding.”8
(Noting that the number of Syrian refugees
registered with the UNHCR as of 30 September
2020 is 879,529).9

What are the participants’ needs regarding their
winter preparations?

78%

in need of aid to secure
heating supplies.

57%
55%
47%
27%
19%

in need of cash assistance.
in need of tent rehabilitation assistance.
in need of food assistance.
in need of rehabilitation for camp roads.
in need of alternative housing or shelter.
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How will the participants meet their needs
for winter 2020-2021?

66%

30%

may request assistance
from acquaintances and
friends.

may resort to borrowing
money from acquaintances
and friends.

29%
may request it from the

1%

may rely on personal funds
available through savings
or seasonal work.

UNHCR or
associations /organizations.

16%

expressed their inability to
secure their needs.

The majority of Syrian refugees
do not depend on associations
and organizations to meet
their needs
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The UNHCR had announced within its plan for “Winterization
Assistance for 2020-2021,”that aid distribution will be
conducted once between October and December 2020, and
although
10

99%

participants in the ﬁeld research
registered with the UNHCR

60%
7%

receive aid from the UNCHR
have received Winterization aid as of November 2020 (i.e. nine people).

When the recipients of this aid were asked about the type of
assistance they received during the winterization campaign, it
was found that:

Two families received food
assistance.

One family received food
assistance in addition to
cash assistance.
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Two families received
assistance for heating
supplies.

One family received tent
rehabilitation assistance.

UNHCR, Regional Winterization Assistance Plan 2020-2021. https://bit.ly/35Ut312

Two families received cash
assistance.

One family received
another type of
assistance.
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On the other hand, according to the ﬁeld research, the number
of individuals contacted by local and/or international associations
and organizations and those who have received assistance from
them is modest, as only 14 percent of participants were contacted,
while only ﬁve percent (i.e. seven families) receive assistance,
and the aid was distributed as follows:
receive tent rehabilitation assistance.
receives cash assistance.
receives food assistance.

64%

45%

19%
NGOs

5%
UNHCR

Acqaintances

Evidently, most participants do not
receive assistance from
associations/organizations,
including the UNHCR, as only 19
percent stated that local or
international associations/organizations respond to their needs during
cold climate, ﬂoods and snow
accumulation inside the camps, and
only ﬁve percent of the participants
receive this assistance from UNHCR,
whereas 45 percent receive help
from friends, neighbors and
relatives and 64 percent state that
no one responds to their needs in
such cases.

Number of families

5

Self-Support

1
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The conditions resulting from the
winter season are not the cause of
the suﬀering of Syrian refugees in
informal camps/settlements. This
suﬀering is rather the result of
policies and incapacitating decisions
adopted by the Lebanese
Government, making it challenging
for refugees to ﬁnd safety during
the winter, secure heating and
ease the harsh weather using
sustainable and eﬀective methods.
The ﬁeld research has shown a
serious lack of winter preparation
among refugees, as well as
shortage in receiving the necessary
assistance from the concerned
parties.

There is a severe lack
of winterization
by refugees

The diﬃculties and challenges that
the country is currently passing
through inevitably aﬀect Syrian
refugees and lead to the
deterioration of their health,
economic and living conditions. In
light of the economic and living
crises in Lebanon, in addition to,
the spread of the COVID-19
pandemic, Syrian refugees and
organizations/associations
working with them remain in
need of grants and funding to
meet the minimum basic
requirements to secure a decent
life.
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Thus, the Access Center for Human Rights recommends the
following, in order to avoid a recurrence of the tragedy that Syrian
refugees witness in camps and settlements every year during the
winter season:
Local authorities must:

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees must:

Adopt a public policy in line with its
obligations under the international
conventions it has ratiﬁed and the
Lebanese Constitution, especially with
regard to its duty to respond to a
humanitarian crisis occurring on its
territory and to ensure a decent,
healthy and safe life for all residents of
Lebanon.
Cooperate with the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees, local
and international organizations/
associations to adopt more sustainable
solutions inside informal camps,
including the rehabilitation and
development of infrastructure.
Facilitate the work of civil society
organizations concerned in providing
aid and intervening in emergency
situations, including facilitating the
movement of volunteers, the receipt of
funds, and the opening of bank
accounts.

Launch preventive projects targeting
camps and informal settlements,
provided that they are based on more
eﬀective and sustainable solutions that
enable refugee accommodation,
especially canvas tents, to withstand
the winter climate factors.
Activate its responses to the needs of
refugees to include a greater number
of beneﬁciaries, especially during the
winter period, and activate rapid,
eﬀective, and urgent response in
emergency situations in the camps in
line with its duties and obligations.
Strengthen the role of associations and
organizations working in the ﬁeld and
that have access in refugee
settlements.

We also call on the international community and donors to intensify
their support to organizations/associations on the ground, to increase
their capacity, enabling them to respond to refugee needs, and to
pressure Lebanese authorities to adopt a public policy that respects
refugees’ basic rights, and primarily, the right to a decent and safe life.
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